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 Theorie der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklunq. By Dr. J.
 Schumpeter. Pp. viii+ 548. (Leipzig: Duncker und
 Humblot, 1912.)
 DR. SCHUMPETER'S book, although it covers a great part of the
 field usually covered by economic manuals, 'is not one itself; it
 is rather, as he himself puts it in his introduction, the develop-
 ment of one fundamental idea, which underlies most of his work.
 He does not set up this idea in opposition to the work of his
 predecessors; on the contrary, he considers it a further, necessary
 development, and takes much pains to fit it into the existing
 frame. This frame is given in the first chapter, which is both
 an introduction to his own work and an interesting and con-
 scientious survey of Continental as well as of English and
 American economic literature. In it we see foreshadowed the
 outlines of his own work.
 Economists, he holds, have hitherto dealt almost exclusively
 with problems of a static society; their teachings are explanations
 of its phenomena. The idea of a static society in no way excludes
 either the incidents of "economic friction," or development which
 merely preserves the equilibrium; thus, e.g. development in pro-
 portion to the growth of population does not destroy the static
 character of society; it is mere readjustment, not progress.
 But there is according to Dr. Schumpeter such a thing as
 spontaneous, economic development, development due to new
 combinations in economic life, to constructive economic leader-
 ship. At the present time we are so accustomed to the
 phenomena of change that we are only too inclined to forget that
 anything else is possible; that there might be a state in which
 economic life would be one series of uniform cycles, rhythmically
 repeating themselves, one state of static equilibrium. That it is
 not so is due to the entrepreneur, the man of action, the originator
 of new systems, which if successful enter as component parts into
 the circulatory flow of economic life. Ilis action and work cannot
 be explained by the hedonistic rules of the usual homo
 economicus; he forms a type by himself.
 The essential feature of his action is the attempt to increase
 the efficiency of production (in the widest sense) through an
 improved use of the means at his disposal. If he succeeds, he
 obtains a surplus. Hoping to achieve this surplus, he is able to
 pay a premium to those who will give him the command of the
 required means. To give him this command is the task of "credit."
 The payment for this command is "interest." Interest can be
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 paid, because there will be the surplus out of which it can be
 paid. In a static society there would be no such surplus; in a
 state of perfect equilibrium the value of the product is the sum
 of the values of the means by which it is produced. Prof. v.
 B6hm-Bawerk sees in "time-preference" the factor which
 (besides the incidents of economic friction-always understood)
 causes the divergence of these values. Dr. Schumpeter asks:
 is the preference given to present as against future values the
 direct effect of independent psychological factors, or do we value
 present values higher, because we are able to retain them to a
 future date and still draw incomes from them? His answer is
 that in a static society there would be no reason to give this
 general preference to present values; the rule would be equality
 of both. In the existence of economic development Dr.
 Schumpeter sees the one great reason why preference is given to
 present values.
 Dr. Schumpeter does not merely throw out his idea; he follows
 out its necessary consequences; he surveys from his new point of
 view our existing ideas of various economic phenomena. He
 devotes an interesting, though lengthy, chapter to the nature of
 economic crises, and shows that besides the crises which are due to
 disturbances originating outside the sphere of economic life, there
 is a category due to the very nature of economic development.
 Economic development works intermittently; innovations in
 different branches of economic activity follow one another in rapid
 succession. Each burst of this character necessitates a period of
 readjustment, of "statisation "; this process gives the impression
 of a backwash, sometimes it may become an acute crisis. It is
 impossible in a short review to deal with the numerous ramifica-
 tions of the author's work; still more, to endorse or criticise them.
 All we can say is that Dr. Schumpeter does not shun any amount
 of trouble to make his work complete; that he is very fair and
 very conscientious; that he grapples with all kinds of possible
 objections. Even too much so; he often answers possible
 questions, which if asked are better left unanswered. He is not
 satisfied with presenting to us his building, he presents us with
 all the scaffolding which he has used, and takes us over all the
 paths he has trodden. This, combined with frequent repetition,
 makes his book cumbrous. The reader, who could not under-
 stand him if half the explanations were omitted, will hardly wade
 through the work in its present condition. Still no one who takes
 a real and thorough interest in economics ought to pass it by.
 L. B. NAYMIER
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